Abstract-We consider a reference cell of fixed capacity in a wireless cellular network while concentrating on next-generation network architectures. The cell accommodates new and handover calls from different service-classes. Arriving calls follow a random or quasi-random process and compete for service in the cell under two bandwidth sharing policies: 1) a probabilistic threshold (PrTH) policy or 2) the multiple fractional channel reservation (MFCR) policy. In the PrTH policy, if the number of in-service calls (new or handover) of a service-class exceeds a threshold (difference between new and handover calls), then an arriving call of the same service-class is accepted in the cell with a predefined state-dependent probability. In the MFCR policy, a real number of channels is reserved to benefit calls of certain service-classes; thus, a service priority is introduced. The cell is modeled as a multirate loss system. Under the PrTH policy, call-level performance measures are determined via accurate convolution algorithms, while under the MFCR policy, via approximate but efficient models. Furthermore, we discuss the applicability of the proposed models in 4G/5G networks. The accuracy of the proposed models is verified through simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE fast proliferation of the mobile Internet, the widespread use of social media and an increasing popularity of bandwidth-hungry applications, such as mobile cloud computing/storage and mobile video streaming, necessitate huge bandwidth capacity in network links. Fortunately, broadband wireless networks become economically viable in supporting nowadays traffic, but the need for quality-of-service (QoS) assurance is even more important than before [1] . Hence, QoS mechanisms are essential to give access to the necessary bandwidth needed by the services of the mobile users (MUs) and at the same time to ensure fairness among different "competing" mobile services/applications. On the other hand, the incorporation of the emerging technologies of software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) in next-generation wireless networks [2] , provides new opportunities for fairer QoS assignment among service-classes. Despite this fact, there is lack of QoS mechanisms with efficient and fast QoS assessment in the complicated traffic environment of contemporary wireless networks.
Considering call-level traffic in a single cell of a wireless cellular network which accommodates different service-classes with different QoS requirements, such a mechanism is a bandwidth sharing policy, since it affects call-level performance measures, like call blocking probabilities (CBP). The QoS assessment of service systems under a bandwidth sharing policy is accomplished through teletraffic loss or queueing models which may incorporate the notion of equivalent bandwidth [3] and can be described via efficient, recursive, or convolutional formulas. The latter reduce computational complexity and therefore can be invoked in network planning and dimensioning procedures. In this paper, we aim at proposing teletraffic models which are suitable not only for conventional wireless networks but also for 4G and 5G networks.
The simplest bandwidth sharing policy is the complete sharing (CS) policy, where a new call is accepted in a cell if the call's bandwidth is available [3] . The CS policy leads to recursive or convolutional formulas for the CBP calculation but: i) it is unfair to calls with higher bandwidth requirements since it leads to higher CBP [4] and ii) it does not provide different treatment to handover calls, i.e., calls transferred from one cell to another while they are still in progress. These reasons motivate research on policies, such as the bandwidth reservation (BR) policy (also known as guard channel policy), the multiple fractional channel reservation (MFCR) policy, and the threshold (TH) policy (e.g., [4] - [18] ). The BR policy introduces a service priority to benefit high-speed calls and can achieve CBP equalization among calls of different serviceclasses at the expense of substantially increasing the CBP of lower-speed calls. In addition, the system analysis under the BR policy leads to non-reversible continuous time Markov chains and consequently to approximate formulas for the CBP calculation (e.g., [8] , [9] , [11] , [16] , [17] ). The MFCR policy generalizes the BR policy for a refined QoS assessment by allowing the reservation of real (not integer) number of channels (e.g., [4] - [6] ). In this paper, a channel does not refer to an actual physical or logical communication channel but to a bandwidth (data rate) unit.
We concentrate on the MFCR policy and the TH policy. The latter: i) is applicable in wired (e.g., [7] , [16] , [17] ), wireless (e.g., [18] - [20] ) and satellite networks (e.g., [21] , [22] ), ii) is attractive in access tree networks and iii) does not destroy reversibility in continuous time Markov chains, unlike the BR or MFCR policies. In the TH policy, the number of in-service calls of a service-class must not exceed a threshold (dedicated to the service-class), after the acceptance of a new call of this service-class. Otherwise, call blocking occurs even if available bandwidth exists in the system. For a refined QoS assessment, we proposed a Probabilistic TH policy (PrTH), where call acceptance is permitted above a threshold, with a probability. This probability depends on the service-class, the type of call (new or handover) and the system state [18] .
In this paper, we consider a reference cell of fixed capacity that accommodates different service-classes, under the PrTH or MFCR policies. New calls arrive in the cell according to a random (Poisson) or quasi-random process; the latter is realistic in the case of small cells, while the former in the case of large cells. Handover calls may follow a quasirandom process, because it is more realistic to assume that they are generated by a finite number of MUs (especially in small size cells which serve a finite number of MUs), and therefore their arrival process is smoother than the Poisson process (e.g., [23] - [25] ). Assuming that the bandwidth of in-service calls cannot be altered, we model the cell as a multirate loss system. To distinguish between the two arrival processes, we propose: a) the PrTH quasi-random (PrTH-Q) loss model where both new and handover calls follow a quasi-random process, b) the PrTH random/quasi-random (PrTH-RQ) loss model, where new calls follow a random process while handover calls follow a quasi-random process. The case of a random process for both types of calls (PrTH-R model) has been proposed in [18] . c) the MFCR-Q model whereby new or handover calls follow a quasi-random process. d) the MFCR-RQ model whereby new calls follow a random process and handover calls follow a quasi-random process. Note that in [4] - [6] only the case of random process for both new and handover calls is considered (MFCR-R model).
The proposed PrTH loss models can be described by continuous time Markov chains which are reversible and have a product form solution (PFS) for the steady state distribution. Based on the PFS, we determine accurately time congestion (TC) and call congestion (CC) probabilities as well as the system's utilization via convolution algorithms [3] . TC probabilities refer to the proportion of time the system is congested, while CC probabilities refer to CBP. Assuming a Poisson arrival process for all calls then TC and CC probabilities coincide (PASTA property [3] ). The proposed MFCR-Q and MFCR-RQ models do not have a PFS. However, we prove approximate but recursive formulas for the various performance measures. The accuracy of the proposed formulas is verified through simulation and found to be highly satisfactory.
The proposed models fit well to: a) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) wireless networks and b) heterogeneous radio access networks (RAN) based on the emerging cloud RAN (C-RAN) architecture. To show it, we propose a framework for the applicability of the proposed models in: a) 4G OFDM wireless networks and b) 5G wireless networks, based on the technologies of SDN and NFV.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: In Section II, we present the related work for teletraffic loss models that consider the co-existence of new and handover calls. In Section III, we present the proposed PrTH-Q model, show the PFS and provide a convolution algorithm for the calculation of the various performance measures. In Section IV, we present the proposed PrTH-RQ model. In Sections V and VI, we present the proposed MFCR-Q and MFCR-RQ models, respectively, and provide recursive formulas for the calculation of the system's occupancy distribution as well as various performance measures. In Sections VII, VIII we discuss the applicability of our models in 4G OFDM and 5G networks, respectively. In Section IX, we present analytical and simulation TC probabilities results both for the proposed models and other existing models, for evaluation. In Section X, we present the conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In the literature, there are many teletraffic loss models that describe the co-existence of new and handover calls in a cell (see e.g., [26] - [32] , [20] , [35] - [39] ). Their classification can be done in various ways, e.g., in terms of the bandwidth sharing policy, the call arrival process, the amount of bandwidth requested by calls etc. To briefly describe the aforementioned models, we classify them in singlerate ( [26] - [28] ) and multirate ( [29] - [32] , [20] , [35] - [39] ) models. In [26] - [28] , new or handover calls request only one channel in order to be connected in the system. This is a drawback when studying contemporary networks which accommodate calls of different bandwidth requirements. In [26] , new or handover calls follow a Bernoulli-Poisson-Pascal process and compete for the available bandwidth under the CS policy. In [27] , all calls follow a Poisson process and compete for the available bandwidth under a variation of the BR policy, named fractional guard channel policy. The models of [26] , [27] do have a PFS but no efficient algorithm is proposed for the CBP calculation. In [28] , blocked calls retry to be connected in the system under the BR policy. The model does not have a PFS, due to the existence of retrials, and therefore the CBP calculation is based on solving the corresponding global balance (GB) equations, an extremely complex and time consuming task for large systems. In [29] , [30] , and [32] , multirate loss systems are examined under the CS policy ( [29] , [31] , [32] ) and the processor sharing discipline [30] . This discipline is used when the bandwidth allocated to in-service calls is elastic (not fixed) during their lifetime in the system [40] - [42] . In [29] - [32] , handover traffic is considered as one component of the offered traffic-load. This consideration is acceptable if the amount of handover traffic is insignificant compared to new traffic (e.g., in very large-sized cells). In this paper, we explicitly distinguish the traffic offered to the cell by new and handover calls. A basic characteristic of [29] - [32] is that the CBP calculation is based on modifications of the classical KaufmanRoberts (K-R) recursion [33] , [34] . The latter is used for the accurate and efficient calculation of the link occupancy distribution in a multirate loss system which accommodates Poisson arriving calls under the CS policy. Other teletraffic models that explicitly distinguish new and handover traffic and can be described by extensions of the K-R formula are [20] , [35] - [39] . In the PrTH policy, the calculation of the system's occupancy distribution is based on a convolution algorithm. This is because the probabilities in the PrTH policy depend on the number of in-service calls in a cell, a microstate information that cannot be retrieved by the macro-state K-R formula. On the other hand, the system's occupancy distribution in the proposed MFCR-Q and MFCR-RQ models is based on extensions of the K-R formula.
A number of recent works investigate the problem of efficient radio resource management (RRM) and packet scheduling in wireless networks using various virtualization and resource optimization schemes [43] - [46] . In [43] , a novel method for dynamic optimization of long term evolution (LTE) handover parameters is proposed. This approach considers the movement of users and adjusts the handover range to optimize the mobility load balancing function. Other approaches, rather than relying on simulations, tackle this problem by modelling the system as a multi-user multi-server discretetime queuing system [44] . In [45] , the problem of resource sharing among multiple virtual wireless networks is investigated. An SDN-based solution is proposed for joint optimization of network bandwidth and power. It is demonstrated that the incorporation of SDN concepts in wireless networks can greatly facilitate the RRM and allocation in virtualized wireless environments. In [46] , the problem of cross-cell coordinated radio resource allocation in next-generation cellular networks is studied. In particular, this work considers a heterogeneous C-RAN and aims at improving the networkwide resource management when multiple radio technologies coexist.
III. THE PROPOSED PRTH-Q MODEL
Consider a cell of capacity C channels that accommodates calls of K service-classes under the PrTH policy, while the input traffic is quasi-random (PrTH-Q model). To separate new from handover calls of the same service-class, we assume that the system accommodates 2K service-classes. A service-class
A new service-class k call requires the same number of channels, b k , with a handover service-class K+k call. Serviceclass k calls (k = 1, . . . ,2K ) come from a finite source population N k . The effective arrival rate of service-class k calls is λ k, f in = (N k − n k )v k where n k is the number of in-service calls and v k is the arrival rate per idle source. The offered traffic-load per idle service-class k source is
k is the mean service time (generally distributed) of an accepted service-class k call. This arrival process is named quasi-random [3] (if N k → ∞ for k = 1, . . . , 2K and the total offered traffic is constant, a Poisson process arises).
To describe the call admission mechanism, consider a service-class k call that requires b k channels. If they are not available in the cell, then the call is blocked and lost; otherwise: a) If the number n k of in-service calls of service-class k (k = 1, . . . , 2K ) plus the new or handover call, does not exceed a threshold n * k , i.e., n k +1 ≤ n * k , then the call is accepted in the system. b) If n k +1 > n * k , the call is accepted with probability p k (n k ) or blocked with probability 1 − p k (n k ). The set of p k (n k ) constitutes the vector
where C/b k is the maximum number of service-class k calls that the system can service.
In (1), we assume that:
may be different for new or handover calls of the same service-class k. In the TH policy these probabilities are all zero. In the PrTH policy, they can be set either all positive, or zero after a number greater than n * k . To prioritize handover calls over new calls of a service-class k, we can choose higher values for the thresholds of handover calls or set the corresponding probabilities of handover calls to higher values. 3) p k ( C/b k ) = 0 obviously, due to lack of available bandwidth.
Let the steady state vector be n = (n 1 , . . . , n k , . . . , n 2K ) and n
Based on the state transition diagram ( Fig. 1 ) of the proposed PrTH-Q model, the GB equation for state n, expressed as rate into state n = rate out of state n, is
where δ
is the state space of the system, Fig. 1 , the Markov chain of the PrTH-Q model is reversible due to Kolmogorov's criterion [47] : the circulation flow among four adjacent states equals zero: Flow clockwise = Flow counter-clockwise. Because of this, local balance (LB) exists between adjacent states and the following LB equations are extracted as (rate up = rate down), 
The system of LB equations is satisfied by the following PFS, for k = 1, . . . , 2K and n ∈
where G is the normalization constant determined by
In a system with quasi-random input, CBP are distinguished to TC and CC probabilities. To calculate the TC probabilities of service-class k calls,
. . , 2K } be the state space which denotes the set of states for which a service-class k call will be definitely accepted or accepted with a state-dependent probability in the system. Thus
where
CC probabilities, i.e., CBP seen by an arriving call, are calculated via (7) by considering N k −1 traffic sources. For an efficient calculation of TC or CC probabilities we can exploit the PFS of the PrTH-Q model, and use the following 3-step convolution algorithm:
Define j as the occupied system's bandwidth,
Step 1: Determine the occupancy distribution q k ( j ) of each service-class k (k = 1, . . . , 2K ), assuming that only serviceclass k exists in the system
Step 2: Determine the aggregated occupancy distribution Q (−k) based on the successive convolution of all serviceclasses apart from service-class k
The term "successive" means that we initially convolve q 1 and q 2 in order to obtain q 12 . Then we convolve q 12 with q 3 to obtain q 123 etc. The convolution operation between two occupancy distributions of service-class k and r is defined as
Step 3: Calculate the TC probabilities of service-class k based on Q (−k) (step 2) and q k as
Normalizing the values of (10), we obtain the occupancy distribution q( j ),
Based on q( j )'s, we propose the following formula for the TC probabilities of service-class k
The first term of (12) refers to states j where there is no bandwidth available for service-class k calls. The second term refers to states x = n * k b k , . . . , C − b k where there is available bandwidth for service-class k calls but call blocking occurs due to the PrTH policy and the threshold n * k . Based on (11), the system's utilization U (in channels) can be determined by
The mean number of service-class k calls in the system, E(n k ), can be determined by
where y k ( j ) is the average number of service-class k calls in state j and can be calculated by
The rationale behind (15) is similar to [33, eq. (6) ] and is based on the fact that LB does exist between the adjacent states j − b k and j in the PrTH-Q model.
As a general rule, the selection of n * k >> E(n k ) for all service-classes decreases the effect of the PrTH policy on arriving calls and therefore leads to TC (or CC) probabilities that are close to those obtained by applying the CS policy.
If N k → ∞ for k = 1, . . . , 2K and the total offered traffic remains constant, then a Poisson process arises and we have the PrTH-R model whose PFS is the following [18] 
For the CBP calculation, we exploit the PFS of the PrTH-R model, and use the abovementioned 3-step convolution algorithm, whereby the only change is in (8) which becomes [18] 
CBP and system's utilization can be determined by (12) and (13), respectively, while E(n k ) is determined by (14) where y k ( j ) can be calculated by
IV. THE PROPOSED PRTH-RQ MODEL A special case of the PrTH-Q and PrTH-R models is the PrTH-RQ model whereby new calls follow a Poisson process and handover calls a quasi-random process.
The GB equation for state n in the PrTH-RQ model is
Besides, the following LB equations are extracted
The system of LB equations (20)- (23) is satisfied by the following PFS
where G is the normalization constant given by
For an efficient calculation of the various performance measures, we can exploit the PFS of the PrTH-RQ model, and use the 3-step convolution algorithm of Section III, whereby, q k ( j )'s for new and handover service-class k calls can be determined by (17) and (8), respectively. CBP and system's utilization can be determined by (12) and (13), respectively, while E(n k ) can be determined by (14) where y k ( j ) is calculated by (18) for new calls and (15) for handover calls.
V. THE PROPOSED MFCR-Q MODEL
Consider a cell of capacity C channels that accommodates calls of 2K service-classes under the MFCR policy, while the input traffic is quasi-random (MFCR-Q model). A serviceclass k call is new if 1 ≤ k ≤ K and handover if K + 1 ≤ k ≤ 2K . Calls of service class k (k = 1, . . . , 2K ) come from a finite source population N k . The mean arrival rate of serviceclass k idle sources is λ k, f in = (N k − n k )v k where n k is the number of in-service calls and v k is the arrival rate per idle source. The offered traffic-load per idle source of service-class
, and the total offered traffic-load remains constant, then we have a Poisson process and the MFCR-R model [4] . The MFCR policy is described as follows: A call of service class k (k = 1, . . . , 2K ) requests b k channels and has an MFCR parameter t r,k that expresses the real number of channels reserved to benefit calls of all other service-classes except from k. The reservation of t r,k channels is achieved because t r,k + 1 channels are reserved with probability t r,k − t r,k while t r,k channels are reserved with probability 1 − (t r,k − t r,k ). As an example, calls of service-class k may have an MFCR parameter of t r,k = 2.4 channels. The reservation of 2.4 channels is achieved by assuming that 2.4 + 1 = 3 channels are reserved with probability 0.4 while 2.4 = 2 channels are reserved with probability 0.6. Let j be the occupied system's bandwidth ( j = 0, 1, . . . , C) when a service-class k call arrives in the cell. Then: a) if C − j − t r,k > b k , the call is accepted in the cell, b) if C − j − t r,k = b k , the call is accepted in the cell with probability 1 − (t r,k − t r,k ) and c) if C − j − t r,k < b k , there is no available bandwidth and the call is blocked and lost. An accepted call remains in the cell for a generally distributed service time with mean μ (26) where
The proposed model does not have a PFS for the determination of the steady state probabilities P f in (n) since LB can be destroyed between states n − k , n or n, n + k . This means that P f in (n)'s (and consequently all performance measures) can be determined by solving the GB equations, a realistic task only for cells of very small capacity and two or three service-classes.
To circumvent this problem, we prove an approximate but recursive formula for the calculation of the occupancy distribution, q f in ( j ), of the proposed MFCR-Q model. By definition
where j is the set of states whereby exactly j channels are occupied by all in-service calls, i.e. j = {n ∈ : nb = j }.
k=1 n k b k we write (28) as follows
To determine the n∈ j n k P f in (n) in (28), we assume (this is an approximation) that LB exists between the adjacent states n − k , n and has the form
Summing both sides of (30) over j we have
The left hand side of (31) can be written as
Since
first term of the right hand side of (32) becomes
Note: Equation (34) incorporates the MFCR policy in the calculation of q f in ( j )'s. E.g., assume that the occupied system's bandwidth is j − b k at the time of arrival of a service-class k call which requires b k channels and has an MFCR parameter t r,k . Then: a) the call will surely be accepted in the system and the new state will be j , if j < C − t r,k , b) the call will be accepted in the system with probability 1 − (t r,k − t r,k ) and the new state will be j , if j = C − t r,k and c) the call will be blocked and lost if j > C − t r,k . End of note.
The second term of the right hand side of (32) is written as
where 
Equation (31) due to (36) is written as
Equation (29) due to (37) is written as
In ( Our purpose is therefore to find a new stochastic system, whereby we can calculate y k, f in ( j −b k ). The channel requirements of calls and the capacity in the new system are chosen according to two criteria: 1) conditions (a) and (b) are valid and 2) each state has a unique occupancy j . Now, state j is reached only via the previous state j − b k . Thus, y k, f in ( j − b k ) = n k − 1. Based on the above, (38) is given by
where α k, f in ( j − b k ) is given by (34) .
The calculation of q f in ( j )'s via (39) requires the unknown value of n k . The determination of n k 's requires the state space determination of the equivalent system, a complex procedure especially for large systems. Thus, we approximate n k in state j , n k ( j ), as y k ( j ), when Poisson arrivals are considered, i.e., n k ( j ) ≈ y k ( j ), and determine q f in ( j )'s via the formula
where the values of y k ( j )'s are given by the MFCR-R model [4] 
The values of q( j )'s in (41) are determined by [4] 
and
k is the total offered traffic-load of serviceclass k calls (in erl).
Having determined q( j )'s we calculate the TC probabilities of service-class k calls, B k , as
where G = C j =0 q f in ( j ) is the normalization constant. CC probabilities of service-class k can be determined via (44) where q f in ( j )'s are calculated (via (40)) for a system with N k − 1 traffic sources. The system's utilization can be determined by (13) while E(n k ) can be determined by (14) .
VI. THE PROPOSED MFCR-RQ MODEL
In the proposed MFCR-RQ model, we assume that new calls of service-class k follow a Poisson process while handover calls of the same service-class k follow a quasi-random process.
The GB equation for state n = (n 1 , . . . , n k , . . . , n 2K ) in the MFCR-RQ model is expressed by
where v k (n) can be determined by (27) .
Based on Section V, we propose the following formula for the calculation of q in f, f in ( j )'s
where α k ( j )'s and y k ( j )'s are given by (43) and (41), respectively. TC probabilities of service-class k can be determined via (41), the system's utilization via (13) and the mean number of service-class k calls in the system via (14) .
VII. APPLICABILITY OF THE PROPOSED MODELS
IN 4G OFDM WIRELESS NETWORKS We consider the downlink of an OFDM-based cell that has C s subcarriers and let R, P cell and B be the average data rate per subcarrier, the available power in the cell and the system's bandwidth, respectively. Following [49] , let the entire range of channel gains or signal to noise ratios (SNRs) per unit power be partitioned into M consecutive (but nonoverlapping) intervals and denote as g m , m = 1, . . . , M the average channel gain of the mth interval.
To calculate the power p R,m required to achieve the data rate R of the subcarrier assigned to a call whose average channel gain is g m we can use the Shannon-Hartley theorem
A newly arriving service-class (m, k) call (m = 1, . . . , M and k = 1, . . . , K ) requires b k subcarriers in order to be accepted in the cell (i.e., it has a data rate requirement b k R) and has an average channel gain g m . If these subcarriers are not available then the call is blocked and lost. Otherwise, the call remains in the cell for a generally distributed service time with mean μ −1 k . Assuming that calls follow a Poisson process with rate λ mk and that n mk is the number of in-service calls of serviceclass (m, k) then the model has a PFS for the steady-state probabilities P(n) [49] 
n mk ! , is the state space of the system,
According to [49] , all performance measures (e.g., CBP) are based on the determination of P(n)'s via (48) . However, since the cardinality of grows as (C s P cell ) M K , the applicability of (48) 
The proof of (49) is similar to the K-R formula [33] and thus is omitted. Note that if P cell → ∞ then (49) coincides with the K-R formula and can be used for the CBP determination in the multirate loss model for OFDM wireless networks of [50] .
Having obtained q( j 1 , j 2 ) we may calculate the CBP of service-class (m, k) via the formula
Modifications of (49) give us the possibility to consider the case of quasi-random traffic (or a mixture of random and quasi-random traffic) and apply in the model of [49] the BR, the MFCR or the TH policy. As far as the PrTH policy is concerned, it can also be applied in the model of [49] , by exploiting the PFS of (48) and the 3-step convolution algorithm of Section III.
VIII. APPLICABILITY OF THE PROPOSED MODELS IN 5G NETWORKS
While the development and standardization of 5G networks are still at their early stage, it is widely acknowledged that 5G systems will extensively rely on SDN and NFV [51] . Using these technologies, the network intelligence can be pushed towards network edges, e.g., by embracing the concept of mobile edge computing (MEC) [52] , or kept highly centralized, e.g., in the form of a C-RAN [53] . Furthermore, the incorporation of self-organising network (SON) features enables more autonomous and automated cellular network planning, deployment, and optimization [54] .
In this section, we discuss the applicability of our proposed models in the context of new architectural and functional enhancements of next-generation cellular networks.
A. Reference Architecture
The considered reference architecture which is appropriate for the application of our models is presented in Fig. 2 . This is in line with the C-RAN architecture, although it can also support a more distributed, MEC-like functionality, by incorporating, e.g., the SON features. At the RAN level, the architecture includes an SDN controller (SDN-C) and a virtual machine monitor (VMM) to enable NFV. Three main parts are distinguished: a pool of remote radio heads (RRHs), a pool of baseband units (BBUs), and the evolved packet core (EPC). The RRHs are connected to the BBUs via the common public radio interface (CPRI) with a high-capacity fronthaul. The BBUs form a centralized pool of data center resources (denoted as C-BBU). The C-BBU is connected to the EPC via the backhaul connection. To benefit from NFV, we consider virtualized BBU resources (V-BBU) [53] where the BBU functionality and services have been abstracted from the underlying infrastructure and virtualized in the form of virtual network functions (VNFs) [55] . To realize the virtualization, the VMM manages the execution of BBUs. Finally, the SDN-C is responsible for routing decisions and configuring the packet forwarding elements [56] . Among the BBU functions that could be virtualized in the form of a VNF, we focus on the RRM, which is responsible for call admission control (CAC) and radio resource allocation (RRA). The PrTH and MFCR policies could be implemented at the RRM level and enable sharing of V-BBU resources among the RRHs. An analytical framework is described in the next subsection.
B. Analytical Framework for Single-Cluster C-RAN
In this subsection, we adopt [57] and present the analysis for the case where all RRHs in the C-RAN form a single cluster. The analysis for the multi-cluster case is similar and is proposed in [58] . In both [57] , [58] , the C-RAN accommodates Poisson arriving calls of a single service-class under the CS policy. We propose a convolution algorithm for the CBP calculation of [57] , thus facilitating the applicability of more complicated policies in the models of [57] , [58] such as the MFCR and the PrTH policies and the extension of [57] and [58] to include multiple service-classes. Consider the C-RAN model of Fig. 3 where the RRHs are separated from the V-BBU, which performs the centralized baseband processing (of accepted calls). The total number of RRHs is L and each RRH has C subcarriers, which essentially represent units of the radio resource and can be allocated to the accepted calls. The V-BBU consists of T units (servers) of the computational resource, which are consumed for baseband processing.
Arriving calls follow a Poisson process with rate λ. An arriving call requires a subcarrier from the serving RRH and a unit of the computational resource. If these are available, then the call is accepted and remains in the system for a generally distributed service time with mean μ −1 . Otherwise, the call is blocked and lost. Based on this CAC mechanism which is actually the CS policy, the set of all possible states is given by:
where n l is the number of in-service calls in the l-th RRH. The number of in-service calls in all RRHs can be described by the steady-state vector n = (n 1 , . . . , n l , . . . , n L ). We further denote the vectors n
Then the probability distributions of n, n − l , and n + l are P(n), P(n − l ), and P(n + l ), respectively. According to [57] , the Markov chain of this model is reversible and therefore LB exists between the adjacent states n − l and n:
The system of LB equations is satisfied by the following PFS
where α = λ/μ is the offered traffic-load and
Having determined P(n)'s, the total CBP, B tot , can be calculated by distinguishing two types of blocking events: 1) those that are caused due to insufficient subcarriers and are represented by the probability, B sub , and 2) those that are caused due to insufficient units of the computational resource and are represented by the probability, B res . Based on the above, we have [57] B tot = B sub + B res .
The values of B sub can be determined via (51) by the following formula
Note that (53) gives the values of B sub for the 1 st RRH. However, since the RRHs are identical and have the same capacities of C subcarriers, (53) refers to the B sub of any RRH.
Similarly, by denoting =T = {n : n 1 + · · · + n L = T }, the values of B res are given by
For an efficient calculation of B tot , we exploit (51) and propose a 3-step convolution algorithm:
Step 1) Determine the occupancy distribution of each of the L RRHs, q l ( j ), where j = 1, . . . ,
Step 2) Determine the aggregated occupancy distribution Q (−l) based on the successive convolution of all RRHs apart from the l-th RRH:
The convolution operation between two occupancy distributions q k and q r is given by
Step 3) Calculate the total CBP, B tot , based on the normalized values of the convolution operation of step 2, as follows
Based on the PFS of (51) and the convolution algorithm of (55)- (57) the model of [57] (and consequently of [58] ) can be extended to include: a) multiple service-classes where calls may have different subcarrier and computational resource requirements per service-class, b) different call arrival processes per RRH or group of RRHs, thus allowing for a mixture of arrival processes (e.g., random and quasi-random traffic) and c) different sharing policies (e.g. the PrTH, the BR or the MFCR policy) for the allocation of resources in the RRHs or the V-BBU. 
C. On the Implementation of Bandwidth Sharing Policies With SON in the C-RAN
Having formally described an analytical framework for the C-RAN, we now discuss the use of the SON technology for the implementation of the proposed policies. As an implementation example consider a virtualized RRM function in the C-RAN of Fig. 2 .
Traditionally, SON functions refer to: self-planning, self-optimization, and self-healing. Implementing the RRM function as a SON function would mainly target the selfoptimization objective, although this could also greatly facilitate the self-planning objective. In particular, the goal of self-optimization is as follows: During the cellular network operation, the self-optimization intends to improve the network performance or keep it at an acceptable level. The optimization could be performed in terms of QoS, coverage, and/or capacity improvements and is achieved by intelligently tuning various network settings of the base station (BS) as well as of the RRM function (e.g., CAC thresholds and RRA parameters).
In the literature, the following architectural approaches for implementing the SON functions have been proposed [54] :
• centralized SON (cSON): the SON functions are executed at the network management system (NMS) level or at the element management system (EMS) level. This will be particularly suitable for highly-centralized C-RAN solutions.
• distributed SON (dSON): the SON functions are executed at the BS level. They can be implemented either within a BS or in a distributed manner among cooperating BSs. This is beneficial for scenarios that require pushing the network intelligence closer to MUs.
• hybrid SON (hSON): a combination of cSON and dSON concepts (as shown in Fig. 4 ). According to this approach, some SON functionality is distributed and executed at the BS level, whereas other SON functionality is centralized at the NMS or EMS level. The PrTH and MFCR policies, although they can be used under all three approaches, may bring most of the benefits under the hSON. Focusing on SON's self-optimization function, we consider the optimization of CAC. The CAC function (part of the dSON) admits or rejects a call, while the cSON function performs the selection of the optimization parameters for the CAC algorithm. These parameters are the CAC thresholds of the PrTH policy and the MFCR parameters. In fact, the thresholds of the PrTH policy and the MFCR parameters can be used not only for CAC, but also for determining the allocated bandwidth to both new and handover calls. When the cSON selects the CAC optimisation parameters, it considers the overall resource utilization in the cell, the QoS requirements of already accepted calls and the requirements of the new call. According to the PrTH policy, the parameters that are sent from the cSON to the dSON/RRM are the current values of the probability vector of (1). The cSON sends an updated probability vector if any changes in the performance guarantees are required (e.g., different acceptable levels of CBP). In the simplified case (e.g., when operating under tight resource or energy constraints) only the current values of the thresholds are sent to the dSON/RRM. In particular, the cSON determines the configuration parameters (e.g., CAC thresholds) based on a number of objectives (e.g., acceptable handover failure probabilities). This set of CAC thresholds can be easily determined, e.g., via (1) , in the case of the PrTH-Q model. The dSON at the RAN receives the configuration parameters (e.g., CAC thresholds) and acts accordingly (e.g., rejects connection requests that do not conform to the specified parameters). If the measurements reported from the dSON to the cSON violate the objectives (e.g., the handover failure probability for a particular service is too high), the cSON will re-calculate and send updated configuration parameters to the dSON. This approach can result in a more autonomous and automated cellular network functionality and enables a simpler and faster decision-making and operation.
IX. EVALUATION
The proposed models are evaluated through a comparison against other models and through simulation. To this end, we present three application examples. Simulation results are mean values of 7 runs. Each run is based on the generation of two million calls. To account for a warm-up period, the blocking events of the first 5% of these generated calls are not considered in the results. Due to the fact that the confidence intervals are very small, they are not presented in the figures that follow. The simulation tool used is Simscript III [59] .
In the first example, we consider a cell of capacity C = 150 channels that accommodates two service-classes, with the traffic characteristics as shown in Table I . We provide analytical and simulation TC probabilities results for the proposed PrTH-RQ model considering two scenarios: (1) New calls of the 1 st service-class behave as in the ordinary TH policy, i.e., p 1 (35) = p 1 (36) = . . . = p 1 (75) = 0, while new calls of the 2 nd service-class are accepted in the system with probability p 2 (10) = p 2 (11) = . . . = p 2 (20) = 0.5, and p 2 (21) = 0, (2) New calls of the 1 st service-class are accepted in the system with probability p 1 (35) =p 1 (36)=. . .=p 1 (74)= 0.7, and p 1 (75) = 0 while new calls of the 2 nd service-class are accepted as in scenario 1. For both scenarios, we assume that p 3 (·) = p 4 (·) = 0.95, for all possible states equal or above the corresponding thresholds. These TC probabilities results are compared with the TC probabilities: a) for random new and handover traffic and the CS policy [33] , [34] as well as the BR policy [60] and the PrTH policy (PrTH-R model) [18] b) for random new and quasi-random handover traffic and the CS or the BR policy [8] , c) for random new and handover traffic and the MFCR-R model [4] , d) for quasi-random new and handover traffic and the proposed MFCR-Q model and e) for random new and quasi-random handover traffic and the proposed MFCR-RQ model. In the MFCR policy, the MFCR parameters are t r,1 = t r,3 = 4.7 channels and t r,2 = t r,4 = 0. In the BR policy, the BR parameters are t 1 = t 3 = 5 channels and t 2 = t 4 = 0 so as to achieve TC probabilities equalization among calls of both service-classes. The BR parameters of a service-class k denote the number of channels reserved to benefit calls of all service-classes, apart from k. In the x-axis of Figs quasi-random handover traffic. This is anticipated due to the finite number of traffic sources in the case of quasi-random handover traffic. (c) Simulation results are almost identical to the corresponding analytical results of the PrTH loss models. This was anticipated since the PrTH loss models have a PFS. (d) The existing CS and BR policies fail to approximate the results obtained from the PrTH or the MFCR policy; this fact reveals the necessity of both policies.
In the second example, we consider a cell of C = 200 channels that accommodates random new and handover calls of K = 2 service-classes with the following traffic characteristics: α 1 = 10 erl, α 3 = 1 erl, b 1 = b 3 = 1 channel, and α 2 = 4 erl, α 4 = 1 erl, b 2 = b 4 =17 channels. The TH (or the PrTH) policy is applied only to new calls of the 2 nd serviceclass (PrTH-R model). We consider the values n * 2 = 8, 6 calls and let p 2 (·) = 0.7 and 0.4 for all possible states equal or above the corresponding thresholds. We do not consider the case of quasi-random handover traffic since the conclusions are similar. The motivation behind this example is the following: Figs. 9-11 , we present the TC probabilities of the 1 st service-class calls (new or handover), 2 nd service-class new calls and 2 nd service-class handover calls, respectively. As a comparison we present the corresponding TC probabilities for the CS, the BR and the MFCR policies. In the MFCR policy, the MFCR parameters are t r,1 = t r,3 =6.4 channels and t r,2 = t r,4 =0. Figure 9 shows that TC probabilities oscillations appear not only in the CS policy but also in the PrTH and the MFCR policies. To intuitively explain oscillations, consider an instant where a call of the 1 st service-class arrives in the cell and finds 17 available channels. In that case, the call is accepted and the cell has 16 available channels. If now a call of the 2 nd service-class arrives in the cell it will be blocked, leaving the 16 channels for calls of the 1 st service-class. In such a case, an increase in α 1 will not lead to a TC probabilities increase. As α 1 continues to increase, TC probabilities of the 1 st serviceclass calls will increase until another block of 17 channels becomes available to 1 st service-class calls. Such oscillations show that attention is needed when dimensioning a system, especially when calls of a service-class require much more bandwidth than others. Figures 10, 11 show that decreasing n * 2 , increases the TC probabilities of the new 2 nd service-class calls and decreases the corresponding TC probabilities of handover calls. In addition, changing the values of p 2 (·) affects TC probabilities, assuming a constant n * 2 . The motivation of the third example is to show that the MFCR-Q model: i) provides quite accurate TC probability results compared to simulation and ii) is consistent; the In Figs. 12-14, we present analytical TC probabilities results of the MFCR-Q, the MFCR-R and the models of [33] , [34] , and [60] together with the MFCR-Q simulation results, for each service-class, respectively. All figures show that the analytical results of the MFCR-Q model: a) are close to the corresponding simulation results, a fact that validates the proposed formulas, b) are lower than those of the MFCR-R model, especially for N 1 = N 2 = N 3 = 10 sources, due to the finite number of traffic sources. In addition, Figs. 12-14 , show that TC probabilities of the 3 rd service-class are reduced due to the MFCR policy at the cost of substantially increasing the TC probabilities of the other two service-classes.
X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We propose four teletraffic multirate loss models for a single cell that accommodates random or quasi-random traffic under the PrTH and the MFCR policies. The system is analysed as a multirate loss system. The calculation of performance measures in the proposed models is done via accurate convolution algorithms (PrTH models) or via recursive formulas (MFCR models). The high accuracy of the proposed models is verified through simulation. Comparison against other models (under the CS or the BR policy) reveals the necessity of the new models. We also discuss the applicability of our models in OFDM and 5G cellular networks.
As a future work we intend to extend the proposed models to include the case of multiple cells. A possible framework of how this can be achieved is described in various papers (see e.g., [61] - [64] ) whose models are related either to the Erlang-B formula [61] or the K-R formula [62] , [63] or convolution algorithms [64] . In [61] , an approximate loss model is proposed for the CBP determination in a system of two access links that cooperate with each other by interchanging capacities using an offloading scheme. This system of links accommodates only one service-class while each link adopts a variant of the CS policy. The load balancing mechanism of [61] can easily be incorporated in our proposed models. In [62] , a multirate loss model that includes a load balancing mechanism is proposed for the CBP calculation in a group of LTE cells that supports non-elastic traffic. In [63] , the work of [62] has been extended to include the case of elastic and adaptive traffic. The analysis of [62] and [63] can be extended to include our proposed models. Finally, in [64] , a multirate loss model is proposed for the CBP calculation in hierarchical loss networks. The main application example of this model is a two-tier hierarchical cellular network, where a macro-cell, overlays a set of microcells and the capacity of the macrocells is shared among the overlaid micro-cells. In all cells, the CS policy is used. Clearly, the proposed policies (MFCR and PrTH) could be applied in such loss networks following the analysis of [64] . Another future direction can be the analysis of optimal resource allocation in 4G/5G networks under the proposed policies. Such an analysis could be based on the recent works of [65] and [66] .
